
UNFUCK YOUR MOMMY +UNFUCK YOUR MOMMY +

DADDY ISSUESDADDY ISSUES  

HEAL YOUR MONEY MINDSETHEAL YOUR MONEY MINDSET  



I'm a 27 year old Money Mindset Coach, teaching

myself and others how to rebuild their relationship with

money after being a money addict, escaping a

financially abusive relationship, working in the adult

industry, and dealing with all kinds of doubt, shame,

and limiting beliefs. I am called to do more than make

money and die. I am called to live out my wealthiest,

richest, desires while teaching people they deserve the

same. Enjoy the ride.  

I'm Sara JuneI'm Sara June



We grow through what we go through.

Knowing the moments in our childhood that made us feel scared, nervous,

confused, gives us great insight into how we initially create relationships with

money and other key energies that impact our lives as we grow older. 

Your family is your first influence. The bonds and connections you create with

your mom + dad are some of the most impactful bonds you’ll have in your life. 

Breaking down the wounds we are left with gives us the freedom to truly evolve

and thrive. 

Welcome TO CHildhoodWelcome TO CHildhood



Father was an emotional spender who always felt like

more money was right around the corner and easy to

make. 

Mother was an anxious saver who felt like there was

never enough to go around. 

Father was the bread-winner and always seemed to

handle all the expenses from an outside perspective. 

 Mother had a large amount of money from saving that

was never talked about or acknowledged. 

Being adopted I felt like a charity case at times and

was very aware of what others had. 

I always felt out of place and struggled to feel like I

had value.

Key MKey Money Lessons Ioney Lessons I

learned as a Childlearned as a Child  



Wealthy grandparents showed me another side of life

that I aspired to achieve. 

By age 6 I already formed a sense of money insecurity

due to my fear of abandonment and always waiting for

the other shoe to drop.

Showed early signs of money hoarding and was

praised for being a good saver even though it was

coming from a place of fear and lack.

ChildhChildhood lessonsood lessons

continued.continued.



The Father Wound:The Father Wound:  

  

The Rejection of MoneyThe Rejection of Money



WhaWhat is a fathert is a father

wound?wound?
A father wound is something that happens when we deal

with father absenteeism, whether emotionally or both
emotionally and physically, and/or your father being very
critical, negative, and even abusive character, can impact

individuals future relationships in so many ways.
 

Father wounds affect us when it comes to external issues. It
affects how we confront our finances in the outside world. It
plays a large part in how we try to get the world to perceive

our financial status. 
 

I don’t need money. 
Money is unimportant and if I want it
I'm weak. 
Money is evil.
Money is only for selfish people.
Expecting my partner to help me
financially, or asking for a raise at work,
or raising my prices is wrong. 

Daddy Issues surrounding
money manifest into feeling like:

 



Father wounds teach us to Father wounds teach us to push awaypush away our our

wealth desires and reject the idea thatwealth desires and reject the idea that

money can be used as a positive tool tomoney can be used as a positive tool to

empower ourselves and others.empower ourselves and others.



Masculine energy is very much about theMasculine energy is very much about the

push of independence.push of independence. Healthy masculine Healthy masculine

energy encourages you to build towardsenergy encourages you to build towards

your desires.your desires.  



Solidifies the notion that money is hard to make. 

Helps us ignore our overspending or lack of a budget

because confronting it brings us more fear than

ignoring it. 

Tells us to work the job we hate simply because it

provides a paycheck. 

Plants fear and prevent you from starting the business

you want or take creative financial risks because it’s

not guaranteed money or the traditional way things

are supposed to be. 

HHow Father Woundsow Father Wounds

Affect your $$$ :Affect your $$$ :



The effect of a father wound is The effect of a father wound is low self-low self-

esteemesteem and a performance orientation that and a performance orientation that

makes us makes us ““doersdoers”” rather than  rather than ““beingsbeings””..



SympSymptoms of atoms of a

Father Wound:Father Wound:

Low self-esteem & low confidence:
Children are self-centered by nature.
They often blame themselves for anything
negative that happens in childhood 
Anger & rage: Not being able to
experience or process anger in a healthy
way 
Too loose of boundaries: You may feel
that you have to be available to everyone
else all the time. Perhaps deep down you
feel that to be loved by others, you
cannot hold your boundary and say “no”.

 



MoreMore

SympSymptoms of atoms of a

Father Wound:Father Wound:

Social anxiety.
A tendency to isolate.
Withdrawal from others.
Avoidance of direct
communication. about thoughts
and feelings.
Issues with authority.
Overly sensitive to criticism. 
Result in searching for emotionally
unavailable partners and being
emotionally unsatisfied at work.

 



  

To have a strong and healthy rTo have a strong and healthy relationshipelationship

with money you have to confront yourwith money you have to confront your

learned weaknesses and asses how theylearned weaknesses and asses how they

control certain things in your life. Moneycontrol certain things in your life. Money

and the act of making money is unique andand the act of making money is unique and

personal to everyone.personal to everyone.  



A A healed Father Wound looks like:healed Father Wound looks like:

  
Leaning into your

abundant desires

without feeling guilt

or shame.

 

Being passionate

about the way you

make, enjoy, and

share your money.

 

Facing your finances

head on and creating

a solid budget to

guide your money

journey.

 

Stop pushing what you really want
away convincing yourself you don’t

really want it because it hasn’t come
to you yet.

 

Show up fully in your life. Stop
rejecting the person you are

becoming. Self sabotage is an act of
fear towards your power. 

 

Don’t push away what feels hard or
confusing or might make you feel shame.
The only way out of a messy situation is

through it. Hold your head high and
work through it.  



The mother Wound:The mother Wound:  

  

The Obsession with MoneyThe Obsession with Money



WhaWhat is a mothert is a mother

wound?wound?
A Mother Wound can be defined as your mother not being

emotionally attuned and available to you as a child. She
may have been present physically but emotionally absent. 

 
Mother wounds affect us internally. It affects how we
personally view and feel about making and receiving

money. 
 
 

I could never make that amount of
money.
Even if i did have it, i would never
know how to handle it.
People like me don't get rich.
She’s rich because she knows more
and is better than i am. 

Mommy Issues surrounding
money manifest into feeling

like:
 

 



The mother wound teaches us to chase money andThe mother wound teaches us to chase money and

obsess over it, doubting our own abundance, andobsess over it, doubting our own abundance, and

skills to maintain money in a healthy matter.skills to maintain money in a healthy matter.

Essentially a never ending fight to keep Essentially a never ending fight to keep pullingpulling

it closer to us.it closer to us.



Feminine energy is about Feminine energy is about pulling from our innerpulling from our inner

powerpower and releasing that into the world. Healthy and releasing that into the world. Healthy

feminine energy encourages us to feminine energy encourages us to trust ourtrust our

instincts, grow our natural talents, and connectinstincts, grow our natural talents, and connect

with others genuinely.with others genuinely.    

  



Pushes us to feel incomplete and lacking in our ability

to make money. 

Teaches us to be afraid of taking risks when it comes

to furthering our skills and passions. 

Impacts how we network and create business

relationships as we struggle to trust people and make

strong connections.

Never put out the content we want or being afraid to

try something new out of fear we won’t automatically

be perfect at it. 

Encourages imposter syndrome, limiting beliefs,

doubt, and shame.

HHow Mother Woundsow Mother Wounds

Affect your $$$ :Affect your $$$ :



Limiting, unconscious beliefs Limiting, unconscious beliefs from ourfrom our

mother woundmother wound is felt as a form of loyalty is felt as a form of loyalty

and emotional survival in connection toand emotional survival in connection to

our roots.our roots.  



SympSymptoms of atoms of a

mother Wound:mother Wound:

Comparison: not feeling good enough.
Having a high tolerance for poor
treatment from others.
Feeling competitive with other
women.
A vague, persistent sense that “There’s
something wrong with me”.
Never actualizing your potential out of
fear of failure or disapproval.
Having weak boundaries and an
unclear sense of who you are.

 



MoreMore

SympSymptoms of atoms of a

mother Wound:mother Wound:

Not feeling worthy or capable of
creating what you truly desire.
Not feeling safe enough to take up
space and voice your truth.
Arranging your life around “not
rocking the boat”.
Self-sabotage when you get close to a
breakthrough.
Unconsciously waiting for your
mother’s permission or approval
before claiming your own life.
 

 



LIMITING, UNCONSCIOUS BELIEFS FROM OUR MOTHER

WOUND IS FELT AS A FORM OF LOYALTY AND EMOTIONAL

SURVIVAL IN CONNECTION TO OUR ROOTS. 

 



A A healed Mother Wound looks like:healed Mother Wound looks like:

  
Living your life how you

feel honestly called to

live it without seeking

approval or permission

from anybody.

 

Trusting your

abundant set of skills

and never capping

your ability to master

something new. 

 

Knowing that you are

capable, deserving,

and in touch with your

desires for a wealthy

and abundant life. 

 

Stop waiting for a green light. What
lights you up inside is all you need. If

being rich as fuck lights you up, girl go
get it! 

 

Spend time getting to know what you
are great at. Spend time getting better
at the things you want to be great at. 

 

Fortifying your self-worth is the best
thing you will ever do for yourself.

Knowing that you are worthy of
everything you want will open all the

doors you need to succeed. 
 



Never meeting my father and beingNever meeting my father and being

abandoned by my birth mother at 2 years oldabandoned by my birth mother at 2 years old

I struggle with a lot if not all of theseI struggle with a lot if not all of these

symptoms.symptoms.  

An important part of healing is gettingAn important part of healing is getting

yourself to a safe enough space where youyourself to a safe enough space where you

can actively look back at the pain and notcan actively look back at the pain and not

run from it but walk through it.run from it but walk through it.

  You can look rich on the outside but untilYou can look rich on the outside but until

you confront and heal your wounds it will beyou confront and heal your wounds it will be

hard as hell to attain what really mattershard as hell to attain what really matters

which is to be rich in your soul.which is to be rich in your soul.  



Confront them, be honest with how they've affected certain areas

of your like and impacted certain boundaries you've created in

your life. 

 Give yourself grace. Be committed to calling yourself out when

they come up again and dedicate space to creating new habits and

actions that come from an evolved version of yourself. 

Cultivate a strong and honest relationship with money so you have

control over your money journey. 

We aren’t leaving our wealth and riches up to chance!! 

There is nThere is no right oro right or

wrong way to healwrong way to heal

these wounds.these wounds.  


